 Would you like to network with over 8,000 female computer scientists from over 300 countries? Want to get an idea about different careers in IT? Never been to Houston (Texas, USA) before? Here is an opportunity for you to apply for a travel grant, to the world's largest gathering for women technologists, the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing(GHC) 2016. The main prerequisite is that you are enrolled in TUM Department of informatics study programme at Bachelor, Masters or PhD level. Conference delegates can choose from a variety of workshops e.g. how to leverage social networks for job applications. In addition, participants have the opportunity to converse with people from around the world and to build professional networks for themselves. The travel grant covers travel between Munich and Houston, hotel accommodation and the admission ticket. You can submit your application documents until 27th May 2016, (23:59 p.m) either in German or in English here: http://goo.gl/forms/YyG1cZq1Hp. The travel grant is issued by Informatik-Forum Frauen (IFF, the forum of women at TUM Department of Informatics) As a recipient you would be acting as a delegate of the IFF, it is therefore expected that you pass on your experiences at the conference. In your application documents please state what exactly motivates you to participate in the GHC. Furthermore, please illustrate in a detailed plan how you will fill the delegate role. On 19th May 2016, 5 pm there will be a kickoff event for the 2016 round of GHC application in the seminar room of the TUM Graduate School with participants from GHC 2015. Here you can inform yourself about the the application process and further networking opportunities . If you have any questions about the application or procedure in general, please contact Anne Nyokabi, Student Assistant at IFF, at anne.nyokabi@tum.de